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LONG-TERM FUTURE OF HUMANITY
While many look to the stars for refuge from current and future storms, we believe our first
priority is to enhance life on earth -- Re Terraform Earth.
We have been blessed with an inhabitable world, but the prospect of some major
catastrophic event, or continual degradation of the environment threatens future
⍜

generations.

⏃
⎎ ⍜⍀⋔ ⎅

the development of a new “home,” we must begin now on our own soil.

TERRAFORM DAO |

⟒ ⍀⍀

degradation of our climate, water and food supply. Our actions, knowingly or unknowingly,

⏃ ⏁

Global pandemics, wars, pollution and normal day to day life, have all contributed to the
may make our planet unlivable within a short amount of time. While Terraforming may lead to

Our purpose is to leave behind a better world for the next generation in a way that is
sustainable -- Terraforming the earth with a DAO, consisting of likeminded innovators and
enthusiasts, in order to make Earth more Earth-like once more.
Investing in new technologies for food, clean water, and energy production will improve our
life at home, while also driving the necessary advances that can be used to Terraform planets
within our solar system and beyond. This is not a charity coin…this is a movement to enhance
our planet through investment in, and/or partnership with, blockchain-supported projects and
other technologies that align with our mission. Each member has voting power to prioritize
investments…all partake in the gains…Community is Unity – 888 – end transmission.
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MISSION LOG:
TERRAFORMATION
TRANSMISSION
V1.0

MISSION STATEMENT:
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TERRAFORM DAO aims to gather likeminded innovators and enthusiasts into a
community that funds eco-friendly and sustainable technologies via a 1% DAO
Investment tax. Rebuild…We Must!

COMMUNITY OF TERRAFORMERS:
with Terraform contributes to TERRAFORMATION by filling the DAO Investment
Pool slowly, to fund investments in eco-friendly and sustainable technologies, either

Terraform other worlds.

into the DAO, in exchange for vTerraform, which provides voting rights based on the
amount of vTerraform you hold. This can be converted at any time into the original
the DAO during the time period each Terraformer owned vTerraform. To own is
good, yes. But to hold, well…to hold is far greater, as is the reward.

⏁⊑⟟⍀⏁⊬ ⏁⍙⍜

⍜

amount of Terraform staked, plus any rewards / profits that were accumulated by

⎎ ⍜⍀⋔ ⎅

vTerraform is the “proof of stake token” for Terraform. Staking Terraform tokens

⟒ ⍀⍀

TERRAFORMATION VEHICLE:

⏃ ⏁

by the Terraform Community, are intended to Re Terraform Earth, and eventually

⏃

through blockchain-supported projects or private companies. Investments, selected
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INITIATING
TERRAFORMATION

Terraform is the tradable and liquid ERC-20 token of Terraform DAO, transacting
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WHY RE TERRAFORM EARTH?
TERRAFORMERS = LASTING CHANGE

has broadened our viewpoint, we must turn again to our
mother which gives us strength. We are explorers, settlers,

⋏⟟⋏⟒

⏁⊬ ⍜⋏⟒

conditions, food and water supplies and enhance our lives.
Innovative technologies are being developed as we speak,
with many more significant developments yet to be
commenced.

⍜

innovators, creators…We are Terraformers.

well as alternative sources of energy, improve living

⎎ ⍜⍀⋔ ⎅

atmosphere to the unlimited expanse of celestial bodies

sources, and yes that includes oil, gas, coal, and nuclear, as

⟒ ⍀⍀

We need to look to the stars, and while looking beyond our

home. Our request is to nurture cost effective energy

⏃ ⏁

capable of sustaining, enhancing or destroying our home.

heads to make you abandon all the resources found here at

⏃

“known” place in the universe to support life, we are

We are not political, overbearing or deceptive talking
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As stewards of the third rock from the sun, and the only

WHY RE TERRAFORM EARTH?
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(CONTINUED)

TERRAFORMERS = LASTING CHANGE
Globally, nearly 700 million people (or 9%) live in extreme poverty,
more than 785 million do not have access to basic water services, and
as many as 800 million people face starvation.

rather than outward.

bring lasting change to our Earth, for generations to come.

⟒⌰⟒⎐⟒⋏

⍜

Let us unite as Terraformers, ascending beyond our carnal desires and

⎎ ⍜⍀⋔ ⎅

limitations placed upon each of us.

⟒ ⍀⍀

It takes vision, leadership and a strong community to transcend the

⏃ ⏁

predominately controlled by global elitists, whose loyalties lie inward,

⏃

regularly overlooked by institutionally funded entities that are

TERRAFORM DAO |

Terraform DAO aims to provide access and funding to projects that are

⍜

TERRAFORMATION MISSION PLAN
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